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Mazel Tov to the Rov and Rebbetzen on the birth of a great 
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Mordy Hommel in Manchester
Mazel tov to Benjy and Shiffy Silverstone on the recent birth of a girl.

Kiddush This Shabbos 
There will be a kiddush this week jointly sponsored by Yitzchok Baron 
on the occasion of his Aliya - Lechaim u’lesholom, and Rabbi Katz on the 

occasion of the forthcoming yahrtzeit of his brother, Chaim Aruchim.

Josh Memorial Shiurim 
The second of the monthly Josh Shields memorial Shiurim will take place 
Sunday evening @ 9.15 and will be given by Gabi Bergin ‘Elul - Learning 
To Love The Journey’

Pre-Yom Tov Collection
The Rov has started his bi-annual pre-Yom Tov collection for local 
families. All donations to the Rov will be gratfully welcomed (cash, 
vouchers or bank transfer)

Keep In Touch
If you have moved house recently please let us know your new address 
by emailing us at office@ohryerushalayim.org.uk.

News This Week
hospital without even a small gift for the people who did so much for their 
child, but he duly accepted the psak of his Rav. Each year they took their son 
to the ward to meet the staff, right up to his bar mitzvah. A nurse there told 
them, ‘you must be the boy who was with us 13 years ago. Every year in the 
induction training the doctors talk about your family. We can’t tell you how 
much strength it gives us especially during the difficult times in this ward. 
Flowers and chocolates are nice sentiments but nothing is more meaningful 
than seeing your son grow each year.’
We follow the hora’ah of a Rav because Hashem gave them the power and 
wisdom to make the hora’ah and in all likelihood they will untimely be correct 
in their psak and in so doing we are following the will of Hashem. 

All that Glitters is Not Gold         Rabbi Naftali Reich (Torah.org)
When the Torah tells us two things in practically the same breath, we can be 
sure that they are very closely related. Yet sometimes the connection is 
somewhat obscure, and we are completely dependent on the guidance of 
the Talmud to enlighten us.
In this week’s Torah reading, we are instructed to appoint judges of the 
highest integrity, people who are honest, upright and unwavering, people 
who would never consider taking bribes or otherwise corrupting the process 
of justice. Side by side with these laws is the prohibition against planting an 
asheirah tree, a species commonly worshipped in the pagan societies of the 
Near East.
What is the connection between these two apparently unrelated topics?
The Talmud tells us that the appointment of an unworthy judge is comparable 
to planting an asheirah tree.
Illuminating but not completely enlightening. The corruption of justice and 
idolatrous practices are both unarguably very grave transgressions, but how 
are they related to each other? What specific kinship places them on a 
common ground?
The commentators explain that the asheirah tree has marvelous natural beauty, 
as do all the other trees the Creator implanted in this world. But through their 
idolatrous practices, people have transformed this thing of pristine beauty 
into an abomination. Although the asheirah tree still retains its enchanting 
exterior, its very essence has been corrupted, and therefore, it is forbidden 
to plant such a tree. The Torah compares people to “the trees in the field.” 
People are also dominant and exceptionally beautiful fixtures on the natural 
landscape of the world. Some of them, endowed with special talents and 
abilities, are even more outstanding. They exude an aura of wisdom and 

Right or Left?                  Rafi Black
The pasuk in this parsha יז/יא tells us about the mitzvah of לא תסור. 
 You shall not divert from the word they tell“ לא תסור מן הדבר אשר יגידו לך ימין ושמאל
you, either right or left.”
Rashi, quoting the Sifrei, explains that even if the Shofeit tells you something 
that appears to you to be right that it is left, or about what appears to you to 
be left that it is right, you have to obey him. If   there is something that appears 
to you to be forbidden but the leader says it is permissible you have to listen 
to them. This seems counterintuitive to be required to listen to psak halacha 
or a hora’a (teaching) from a Rav when you think it is wrong. 
The Ramban explains that a person needs to think when listening to the psak 
of the Rav that Hashem has commanded me to listen to and do the mitzvos 
and “He gave me the Torah upon the understanding of their minds, even if 
they make a mistake”.
The Ramban brings an example of this from the Mishnah in Rosh Hashana 
where there was a dispute between Raban Gamliel the Nasi and Rabbi 
Yehoshua about the date of Rosh Chodesh and the sanctification of the new 
moon. Raban Gamliel commanded Rabbi Yehoshua to travel to him with his 
staff and money on the day that would be Yom Kippur according to Rabbi 
Yehoshua’s calculations. Rabbi Yehoshua listened to the Nasi and was 
“mechalel Yom Kippur” but still did so in order to honour the word of the 
Nasi. 
The Ramban explains that it is very important for this halacha of lo sasur to 
exist because otherwise, due to the amount of machlokes that takes place 
within the interpretation of Torah, it would appear that the Torah would in fact 
turn into several Torahs as people would follow their own instinct and not a 
psak. 
The Drashos HaRan explains this concept further stating that the likelihood that 
the Chachmim make a mistake is much lower than those who are inferior to 
them in wisdom.
There is a story to illustrate this, told by Rabbi Krohn, of a family who had a 
premature baby. After many months it was time to be discharged from 
hospital and the family asked their Rav what to buy the nurses and doctors as 
a gift. The Rav replied by saying ‘don’t take them anything, but take your son 
each year on his birthday’. The father felt very uncomfortable leaving the 
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integrity that seem to make them ideal choices to serve as the magistrates of 
society.
Beware, warns the Torah. Do not be taken in by exterior appearances. This 
seemingly ideal candidate for judicial office may be nothing more than an 
asheirah tree. If he is guilty of the slightest bribery or any other subversion of 
perfect justice, he has become an abomination, and all his cleverness, 
wisdom and charisma mean nothing.
A king was seeking a suitable candidate for a ministerial office which had 
become vacant. He invited a number of promising government officials to his 
palace for a conference on the pressing problems facing that ministry. The 
most knowledge official would be offered the post.
The king prepared a royal table for his guests, with the finest foods and 
beverages and an assortment of exotic fruits which could not be found 
anywhere else in the realm.
At the conference, one official in particular stood out among all the rest. He 
was a highly personable man who spoke with eloquence, wisdom and wit. 
His grasp of the issues and problems was exceptional, and the solutions he 
offered were clever and insightful. After an hour, it seemed a forgone 
conclusion that he would be chosen, but to everyone’s surprise, the king 
chose another man.
The disappointed candidate approached the king. “Your majesty, why was I 
passed over for the post? Am I not the most qualified by far?” “Take out what 
you have in your right pocket,” said the king.
The man flushed crimson. He reached into his pocket and pulled out a 
persimmon. “Your majesty, for such a minor matter I lost the post?” he said. “It 
is nothing but a tiny fruit that I wanted to take home to my family.”
“It is indeed a very minor thing,” said the king. “And if you had asked, I would 
surely have given you a basketful to take home. But when I saw you slip that 
persimmon into your pocket I knew I could never trust you.”
In our own lives, we are all impressed by the glittering people we encounter, 
people who sparkle with personality, wisdom, talent and extraordinary 
accomplishment. But those are not necessarily the best people. We wouldn’t 
buy a car without taking a good look under the hood. In the same way, we 
should not invest admiration in these glitterati without asking ourselves if 
there is true goodness behind the façade, if there is kindness, humility and 
integrity. Those are the qualities we should admire and emulate. Those are 
the qualities that will make us better people.

In The Shadow Of Hashem      Rabbi Yochanan Zweig (Torah.org)
“You shall observe the festival of Sukkos…Judges and officers you shall 
appoint…” (16:13,18)
Although Ezra the Scribe divided the Torah into the weekly portions as we 
know them, there is another system which is used to divide the Torah, that of 
“pesuchos”and”stumos”, literally “open” and “closed”. A pesucha is roughly 
translated as a new chapter and a stumahas a new paragraph. A pesucha 
begins as a new line, while a stumah begins on the same line. The section of 
the laws of judges is a parsha stumah, a new paragraph, but not a new 
chapter. Therefore, there must be a significant connection between these 
laws and the laws of Sukkos, which concludes last week’s parsha.
The judicial system in Israel requires that every city contain a minor Sanhedrin 
consisting of twenty-three judges. The Talmud teaches that a city must be 
populated with a minimum of one hundred twenty people to warrant a 
judicial system. Each judge has two understudies. What is the rationale for 
requiring a city of one hundred twenty people to have sixty-nine judges? 
Why the need for so many courts throughout the land?
The function of the Jewish court system is not only to dispense justice and 
restore order; a judge is the conduit for the word of Hashem and must create 
a society where Hashem’s presence is felt. A Jewish law-abiding citizen must 
observe the law, not due to a fear of retribution, but a fear of sin. A system 
which is predicated upon the notion that people will not violate the law due 
to their fear of the consequences cannot succeed. The reason for this is as 
follows: If a person perceives the rewards for violating the law to be worth 
the risk of being caught, he will violate the law. The only effective system is 
one where a person perceives that it is intrinsically wrong to violate the law. 
This can only be achieved if people feel the presence of Hashem in their 
midst. The function of the judge is to create this atmosphere. If the purpose 
of the judicial system were to create fear of punishment, there would be no 
need for so many judges. Bolstering the police force would be more 
effective. Since the purpose of the judge is to create a society where 
Hashem’s presence is tangible, we understand the need for such a large 
number of judges.
A major theme pertaining to the festival of Sukkos is that we leave our houses 
in order to go into the “shadow of Hashem”. The Sukkah is a place where 
Hashem’s presence manifests itself. Therefore, the connection between the 

If you have the desire to spread Divrei Torah on the Parsha or on any other interesting topics, please contact Boruch Michaels 
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festival of Sukkos and the judicial system is clear. The judicial system serves to 
create the same atmosphere throughout society, which is found in the Sukkah.

Q&A
Kids
1) who is this פרשה mainly giving instructions to?
2) can a judge show favour to anyone?
3) how many עדים are usually needed?
4) How many מצות were given to the בני ישראל when they went into ארץ ישראל, 
and what were they?
5) Did the כהנים get a portion of ארץ ישראל?
Adults
1) what does צדק צדק תרדוף mean?
2) where was someone found to be serving idols killed?
3) in פרק יז פסוק ו the תורה says על פי שניים או שלושה עדים, why does the תורה need 
to say 3 עדים, surely we know that 2 עדים are ok to testify?
4) if the Jews were commanded to appoint a king, why was שמואל angry that 
the Jews asked to appoint a king?
 in the future, however what does the נביאים promised that there will be ’ה (5
word בקרבך in פסוק או פרק יח, mean?

Kids
1) the leaders as because the way they act has an influence on the rest of the 
people. (Sforno)  2) no  3) 2  4) 3, these were, 1) to ask for a king, 2) to wipe 
out עמלק and 3) to build the 5  .בית המקדש) no
Adults
1) one should only pursue righteousness through righteousness, the תורה 
does not instruct someone to do מצות if they come about through improper 
means, (r bunim of pshishcha)
2) the פסוק uses שעריך your cities. The חכמים say they are killed in their cities not 
beis din to show that the idols do not have any power to save them even in 
their own home, (rashi sforno)
3) the תורה is instructing the בית דין that it needs to examine as many people as 
possible, to determine the complete truth (רמבן) 
4) the way the Jews asked, was “so that they could be like the surrounding 
nations” they should have asked for a king to lead them inspire them and 
show how one can act selfless to serve hashem. 
5) it implies that prophets can only come from ארץ ישראל.


